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bstract

This paper is aimed to candidate the use of an ISO standard procedure (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement, GUM) for
uantitative evaluation of uncertainty in Human Risk estimation under chronic exposure to a hazardous chemical compound. Risk was evaluated
y using the usual methodologies: the deterministic reasonable maximum exposure (RME) and the statistical Monte Carlo method; in both cases
he procedures to evaluate the uncertainty on risk values are detailed.

The paper put in evidence that the procedure is able to single out the variables that contribute mostly to the uncertainty. The obtained results

how that the application of GUM procedure is easy and straightforward to estimate the uncertainty value on the results of risk estimation. The
rocedure is applied to a real case concerning the ingestion of milk contaminated by dioxins in a northern part of Italy; the risk value resulted to
e over the minimal threshold of 10−6 with 20–80% confidence.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The importance of adequately characterizing uncertainty, in
uman health and ecological risk assessment has been empha-
ized in several U.S. EPA documents and activities [1], as well
s in the most used guide for risk analysis for contaminated
ite [2,3] and Italian regulation for risk analysis [4]. Notwith-
tanding several procedures were proposed [5–9] there is not a
tandard accepted procedure. It is known that uncertainty about
he numerical results of risk estimation, in environmental con-
est, is generally large (i.e., on the range of at least an order of

agnitude or greater) [10]. Consequently, it is not important to
each high precision in quantifying the degree of uncertainty
n the risk assessment, but it is very important to identify the
ey site-related variables and assumptions that contribute most
o the uncertainty [10]. Notwithstanding the advancement of
echniques able to evaluate risk, the problem of uncertainty esti-
ation in human and ecological risk context is still an open
uestion [11].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 0115644625; fax: +39 0112257225.
E-mail address: guido.sassi@polito.it (G. Sassi).
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This paper shows the application of the procedures reported
n the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement
GUM) [12] to estimate the uncertainty of health risk and the
ontribute of each variable to uncertainty. GUM is a standard
uide that establishes general rules for evaluating and expressing
ncertainty in measurement that are intended to be applicable
o a broad spectrum of measurements. It is supported by seven
nternational organizations (BIPM, IEC, IFCC, ISO, IUPAC,
UPAP, OIML; see GUM [12] for extended names) and it is
ublished in their name.

Some confusion exists about terms commonly used to indi-
ate several components of uncertainty; thus a definition of
ncertainty is necessary. Following GUM [12] and the interna-
ional vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology [13]
VIM), uncertainty is a parameter associated with the results of
measurement, e.g., a risk estimation, that characterizes the dis-
ersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the
easurand, i.e., the risk. In other words the uncertainty reflects

he lack of exact knowledge about the value of the risk [12]. EPA
14] has advised the risk and exposure assessors to distinguish

etween variability and uncertainty. Following EPA [1]: “Uncer-
ainty represents a lack of knowledge about factors affecting
xposure or risk, whereas variability arises from true heterogene-
ty across people, places or time. In other words, uncertainty can

mailto:guido.sassi@polito.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2006.11.020
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Nomenclature

AT averaging time
BW adult male body weight
c(x) sensitivity coefficient of variable X calculated at

x
c2(x)u2(x) quadratic term of variable X calculated at x
CDF cumulative density function
C(K) constant distribution
CR adult milk ingestion rate
Cep concentration of dioxin in milk
ED adult exposure duration
EF exposure frequency
GM geometric mean
GSD geometric standard deviation
H highest value
L lowest value
LN(M; SD) lognormal distribution
m median
mo mode, i.e., highest frequency value
M mean
N(M; SD) normal distribution
PDF probability density function
R risk
RME reasonable maximum exposure
SD standard deviation
SF slope factor
TR(H; mo; L) triangular distribution
TVo oral toxicity value (SF for carcinogenic)
u(x) standard uncertainty of variable X calculated at x
u(x)/x relative standard uncertainty of variable X calcu-

lated at x
U(H; L) uniform distribution
x value of variable X
X variable
[X] units of variable X
XT threshold value
zT z score of threshold value (values of z score and

CDF for normal distribution are tabled)
z95 z score of normal distribution for 95 per-

centile = 1.645

Greek letters
μL scale parameter of lognormal distribution
μN scale parameter of normal distribution
σL shape parameter of lognormal distribution
σ shape parameter of normal distribution
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standard uncertainty is about 46% while the relative uncertainty
N

ead to inaccurate or biased estimates, whereas variability can
ffect the precision of the estimates and the degree to which they
an be generalized.”GUM [12] indicates 10 sources of uncer-

ainty where the tenth source deals with variability; the other
ine sources deal with the “uncertainty” taken into consideration
y EPA definition.
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In risk evaluation context the following sources have partic-
lar importance: the incomplete definition of risk (i.e., route,
arget, substances), imperfect realization of the definition (i.e.,
he model used), the sampling and chemical analysis of con-
aminated matrixes at the exposure point, the choice of a
epresentative sample of receptors (male, female, children,
esident trans-passengers, etc.) and the variation in repeated
bservations (i.e., variability). In this paper the term uncer-
ainty is used following GUM [12] and VIM [13] and includes
ariability as a component.

In risk assessment the estimation of uncertainty deals with the
stimation of the level of confidence that risk is under a thresh-
ld of acceptability. The acceptable level of confidence and the
hreshold values are still on debate. They depend on regulators
nd populations involved in such risk estimation procedure; in
ny case 95% and 10−6 are at the moment the main terms of
eference in the world, notwithstanding in some specific nation
0−5 is used as a threshold [4]. The choice of the appropriate
alues for level of confidence and threshold is a political decision
nd it is out of the task of risk evaluators.

This paper concerns the estimation of cancer risk for a popula-
ion of the northern Italy as a consequence of daily consumption
f dioxin contaminated milk. A deterministic approach as well
s stochastic ones were followed; the evaluation of uncertainty
as performed in each case.

. Methodology

.1. Experimental determination of dioxin in milk

The experimental determination concerns the measure of the
ioxin concentration in the milk used by the population namely:
oncentration at the exposition point, without considering any
ttenuation factor, Cep. Concentration values come from the
xperimental determination of dioxin in samples of milk of
airy farms located near a steel mill in the northern Italy. Diox-
ns were measured according to the method suggested by EU
irective 2002/69/EC [15] and expressed by toxic equivalent
actors defined by WHO [16], as mgTE/kg. Twenty-four sam-
les of milk were collected. They were collected into an area of
bout 90 km2 during a period of 4 months. Concentrations used
re “upper-bound results” where no-detected congeners were
ssumed to be present in concentration equal to the detection
imit. Values were originally expressed as pgTE per kilogram of

ilk fat and have been converted to mgTE per kilogram of milk
y assuming fat content of 3% by weight. Measured values have
een statistically analyzed in order to determinate the charac-
eristic distribution. Test was performed on concentration data
sing ProUCL Version 3 [17]. Cep distribution resulted to be nor-
al. Type A evaluation of uncertainty [12] was performed. The
ean value 8.57 × 10−8 mgTE/kg and the standard deviation

.92 × 10−8 mgTE/kg represents an estimate respectively of the
alue of concentration and its standard uncertainty. The relative
n single milk sample resulted to be lower than 2%, thus the
ain source of uncertainty is variability among samples. The

istribution for Cep resulted to be N(8.57 × 10−8; 3.92 × 10−8).
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Table 1
Reasonable maximum exposure (RME) values, values and uncertainty

Variable Units Reference RME value x u(x)

Concentration of dioxin in milk Cep mgTE/kg Experimental 1.50 × 10−7 7.9 × 10−8 4.6 × 10−8

Oral toxicity value TVo, slope factor SF (carcinogens) kg d/mg EPA [18], Smith [23], IRIS [24] SF = 150,000 79,000 46,000
Adult milk ingestion rate CR kg/d Turrini et al. [19] 0.332 0.175 0.101
Exposure frequency EF d/year EPA [18] 350 184 106
Adult exposure duration ED year EPA [18] 30 15.8 9.1
Adult male body weight BW kg EPA [18] 70 70 27
Averaging time AT for carcinogenic d EPA [18], Smith [23] 25,550 13,400 7800

Table 2
Variability of risk parameters from literature

Parameter Units Reference Distribution

Concentration of dioxin in milk Cep mgTE/kg Experimental results N(8.57 × 10−8; 3.92 × 10−8)
Oral toxicity value TVo, slope factor SF (carcinogens) kg d/mg La Grega et al. [26], Burmaster and

von Stackelberg [27]
LN(SF/3.425; SF/2.060)

Adult milk ingestion rate CR kg/d Turrini et al. [19] LN(0.119; 0.120)
Exposure frequency EF d/year Smith [23], EPA [20] TR(180; 345; 365)
Adult exposure duration ED year Israeli and Nelson [25], Smith [23], LN(11.36; 13.72)
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An application of the general expression of R (1) is

R = Cep TVo
CR EF ED

BW AT
(2)
dult male body weight BW kg

.2. Values and variability of parameters

The values of parameters for risk estimation were taken
rom the specialized literature. Table 1 reports the reasonable
aximum exposure (RME) values suggested by EPA [18] for

eterministic estimation of risk. Adult milk ingestion rate and
ioxins concentrations in milk do not have suggested RME val-
es. The 95th percentile of the distribution of Turrini et al. [19]
nd the 95th percentile of Cep distribution previously reported
ere considered as RME value for CR (adult milk ingestion rate)

nd Cep (dioxins concentration in milk), respectively. The 95th
ercentile was calculated by equations reported in Table 3.

Table 2 reports the distributions of the parameters proposed
n literature. Many distributions are available for body weights
1,19–23] nevertheless median and 95th percentile value of dis-
ributions show a spread of about 10% while variability range
n 14–25%. Thus, if no specific data about target are available,
0% could be added to variability in order to consider uncer-
ainty coming from the lack of knowledge about the body weight
f the target. In this case study the distribution proposed by
urrini et al. [19] is referred to Italy, thus it is specific for the

arget. Averaging time (AT) is always considered not affected by
ariability. Figs. 1–6 show the graphical representation of dis-
ributions. No information about the way by which distributions
ere determined is here considered.

. Risk estimation
In the case study analyzed in this paper the risk evaluation
rocedure was applied to evaluate the human risk connected to
he ingestion of milk produced in farms exposed to an industrial
ource of dioxins.
EPA [20]
Turrini et al. [19] N(75; 10.4)

Risk equation for a point estimation is assumed to be an
xpression of all independent variables, namely: the concentra-
ion at the exposure point (Cep); toxicological parameter oral
oxicity value (TVo), i.e., slope factor (SF) for carcinogenic as
ioxins and reference dose (RfD) for no-carcinogenic; rate of
xposure E [2]:

= f (Cep, TVo, E) (1)
Fig. 1. Dioxins concentration.
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Fig. 4. Exposure frequency.

Fig. 2. Oral toxicity value (dioxins).

here CR is the milk ingestion rate (kg/d), EF the exposure
requency (d/year), ED the exposure duration (year), BW the
ody weight (kg) and AT is the averaging time (year d/year),
.e., the time along which the risk is evaluated. In this study
he exposure parameters listed above refer to an adult male
eceptor.

The risk evaluation in this paper considers the direct inges-
ion of the milk without any other attenuation factor; thus risk
quation is directly or inversely proportional to the variables
ffecting the risk.

Risk value was calculated by reasonable maximum expo-
ure (RME) deterministic method and Monte Carlo method.

he distributions generated by the Monte Carlo simulation were
btained by the commercial program Crystal Ball®, with Monte
arlo sampling technique, performing 100,000 iterations.

Fig. 3. Adult milk ingestion rate.
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Fig. 5. Exposure duration.

The value of risk calculated by RME deterministic method is
RME = 4.39 × 10−5. Figs. 7 and 8 report Monte Carlo simula-

ion result, 95th percentile is R95 = 3.33 × 10−6.

. Uncertainty estimation

.1. GUM procedure

The uncertainty characterizing the value of risk is evaluated
y applying the procedure proposed by GUM [12] for com-
ined standard uncertainty for uncorrelated input quantities.

ore specifically, the standard uncertainty of r, where r is an

stimation of the true value of R calculated by Eq. (2) is a com-
ination of the standard uncertainties of the input quantities. In
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Fig. 6. Adult male body weight.

nalytical form from Eq. (2):

2
c(r) =

N∑
i=1

(
∂f

∂xi

)2

u2(xi) =
N∑

i=1

c2
xi
u2(xi),

2
c(r) = c2

Cepu
2(cep) + c2

TVo
u2(tvo) + c2

CRu2(cr) + · · ·
+ c2

EFu2(ef) + c2
EDu2(ed) + c2

BWu2(bw) + c2
ATu2(at)

(3)

here xi is the ith parameter, u(xi) the standard uncertainty of
he ith input quantities, (∂f/∂xi) the partial derivative by the
th variable, u indicates uncertainties, c indicates the sensitiv-
ty coefficients, capital letter indicates variable and small letter
ndicates value. Eq. (3) is used to estimate the combined uncer-
ainty of risk uc(r). Sensitivity coefficients are limited to first
rder Taylor series because of the slight non-linearity of risk
xpression, i.e., the partial derivatives of Eq. (2) calculated at

he point at which risk is evaluated. As an example the partial
erivative by BW is reported:

(BW) = ∂R

∂BW
= −Cep TVo

CR EF ED

BW2 AT
(4)

ig. 7. Monte Carlo and GUM cumulative density functions comparison.
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ig. 8. Monte Carlo and GUM probability density functions comparison.

hen non-linearity of the exposure model is significant, higher
rder terms in the Taylor series expansion must be included in
he expression (3) [12].

The GUM procedure permits to create a “budget of uncer-
ainty” which underlines the sources of uncertainty for the risk
nd gives a classification of the sources, based on their sensitiv-
ty coefficients. The budget is a very useful tool to point out how
o reduce uncertainty, how to determinate the boundary condi-
ions for the reduction and which are the relevant variables that
ffect uncertainty.

The budget of uncertainty is a table which summarizes in
ach row the parameters of a variable. Parameters are: acronym
X), units ([X]), value (x), uncertainty at value x (u(x)), relative
ncertainty at value x (u(x)/x), sensitivity coefficient calculated
t values x (c(x)), quadratic term (u2(x)c2(x)), criticism. Last row
hows the parameters of the combined quantity, i.e., risk (R).

X and u(x) (excluded last row) are the independent values, all
he other values in the table are calculated from them.

Relative uncertainty is calculated as the ratio between stan-
ard uncertainty u(x) and the value x for each variable, sensitivity
oefficient equations must be analytically determined and are
alculated at the values x, quadratic terms are calculated from
ensitivity coefficient c(x) and standard uncertainty u(x).

Risk value r is calculated from values x by Eq. (1). The
uadratic term of risk is calculated as sum of quadratic terms
2(x)c2(x), i.e., Eq. (3). Uncertainty of risk is calculated as the
quare root of the quadratic term of risk.

Criticism is calculated as the ratio between the quadratic
erm of the variable and the maximum quadratic term of the
ummation:

riticism = c2(x)u2(x)

max
i=1,7

(c2(xi)u2(xi))
(5)

riticism indicates which terms contribute most to the uncer-
ainty, i.e., terms with criticism greater than 0.1. The budget of
ncertainty includes and explicates all the calculations used; the
eeds are a single sheet of a spreadsheet like Excell.
The uncertainty u(x) of each variable, i.e., Cep, TVo, CR, EF,
D, BW, AT, must be evaluated from all the information avail-
ble on the estimation of their values x using Type A or Type B
valuation of standard uncertainty [12]. Table 3 reports the equa-
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Table 3
Properties of statistical distributions and Type B evaluation of uncertainty

Distribution Constant Uniform Triangular Normal Lognormal

Acronym C(K) U(H; L) TR(H; mo; L) N(M; SD) LN(M; SD)

Value x x = m = K x = M = m = H+L
2 x = M = H+mo+L

3 x = M = m = μN x = m = exp(μL)

Uncertainty u(x) u = 0 u = H−L

2
√

3
u = H−L

2
√

6
u = σN u = σL exp(μL)

X95 K L + 0.95(H − L) H −
√

(H−L)(H−mo)
20 M + z95 SD exp(μL + z95σL)

Confidence of a
threshold XT

0 if XT < K; 1 if XT > K XT−L
H−L

(XT−L)2

(H−L)(mo−L) zT = XT−μN
σN

zT = ln(XT)−μL
σL

Special properties m = H −
√

(H−L)(H−mo)
2 μN = M, σN = SD μL = ln(M) − σ2

L
2 , σL =

√(
SD2

M2

)
+ 1,

μL = ln(GM), σL = ln(GSD)
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arameters of distribution: z95 = 1.645; M = mean; m = median; SD = standard
alue; L = lowest value; mo = mode = highest frequency value.

ions that have to be used to calculate uncertainty from statistical
istribution parameters. Because of the properties of the asym-
etric distributions, the median was chosen as representative

alue of lognormal distributions [28].
Following GUM [12] prescription, the estimations of uncer-

ainty involving health and safety of humans requires a measure
f uncertainty and an evaluation of an interval about the estima-
ion may expected. This is done in order to encompass a large
raction of the distribution of values that could reasonably be
ttributed to the measurand, i.e., the risk. The additional esti-
ation of uncertainty that meets the requirement is termed by
UM expanded uncertainty (U). It is obtained by multiplying

he uncertainty (u) by a coverage factor (k). In general cover-
ge factor will be in the range from 2 to 3. Extensive experience
ith and full knowledge of the uses to which an estimation result
ill be used can facilitate the selection of the proper value of

he coverage factor. Differently the value of the coverage factor
ay be calculated from a level of confidence, e.g., 95%.

.2. Uncertainty of deterministic estimation

RME values of TVo, EF, ED are safeguard values, they are
ffected by uncertainty due to caution. More precise informa-
ion about the estimation of RME values is not available, thus

uniform distribution in the range between 0 and RME value
ith a 95% confidence may be representative of the evaluation.
imilar reasoning may apply to Cep and CR. Also for AT it is
ossible to apply this reasoning.

l
t
c
a

able 4
udget of uncertainty for RME calculation of risk

[X] x u(x) u(x)/x (%)

ep mgTE/kg 7.9 × 10−8 4.6 × 10−8 58
F kg d/mg 79,000 46,000 58
R kg/d 0.175 0.101 58
F d/year 184 106 58
D year 15.8 9.1 58
W kg 70 27 39
T d 13,400 7800 58

– 3.4 × 10−6 5.0 × 10−6 147
ion; GM = geometric mean; GSD = geometric standard deviation; H = highest

Table 1 reports the results of Type B evaluation [12] calcu-
ated by

= RME

2 × 0.95
, u(x) = RME

2 × 0.95 × √
3

(6)

or BW the RME is a mean value, it is not known the reason to
stimate 70 kg, but a uniform distribution in the range 30–120
ith a 95% confidence may be representative of the evaluation.
ype B evaluation [12] for BW is

w = BWRME = 70 kg, u(bw) = 120 − 30

2 × 0.95 × √
3

= 27 kg

(7)

f different information is available about RME values estima-
ion, a different set of values may be calculated, but a negligible
ifference is expected. Table 4 shows the results of uncertainty
stimation for RME.

For a measurand bounded from below (risk must be greater
han 0) with an uncertainty comparable to or greater than the

edian an asymmetric distribution could be stated. The log-
ormal distribution is the simplest asymmetric distribution for
isk. By mean of the equations in Table 3, mean and standard
eviation can be calculated from the value and the uncertainty; a

ognormal distribution LN(1.00 × 10−5; 2.78 × 10−5) describes
he distribution of risk. Risk results to be lower than RME at 96%
onfidence, lower than 10−6 at 20% confidence, lower than 10−4

t 99% confidence.

c(x) c2(x)u2(x) Criticism RME

43 3.82 × 10−12 0.98 1.50 × 10−7

4.3 × 10−11 3.88 × 10−12 1.00 150,000
1.9 × 10−5 3.82 × 10−12 0.98 0.332
1.8 × 10−8 3.80 × 10−12 0.98 350
2.1 × 10−7 3.80 × 10−12 0.98 30
4.8 × 10−8 1.70 × 10−12 0.44 70
2.5 × 10−10 3.88 × 10−12 1.00 25,550

2.47 × 10−11 4.39 × 10−5
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Table 5
Budget of uncertainty for variability

X [X] x u(x) u(x)/x (%) c(x) c2(x)u2(x) Criticism

Cep mgTE/kg 8.57 × 10−8 3.92 × 10−8 46 2.17 7.22 × 10−15 0.16
SF kg d/mg 22,570 25,990 115 8.23 × 10−12 4.58 × 10−14 1.00
CR kg/d 0.0838 0.0702 84 2.22 × 10−6 2.42 × 10−14 0.53
EF d/year 297 38 13 6.13 × 10−10 5.37 × 10−16 0.01
ED year 7.25 6.87 95 2.56 × 10−8 3.10 × 10−14 0.68
BW kg 75 10.4 14 2.48 × 10−9 6.64 × 10−16 0.01
AT d 25,550 0 0 7.27 × 10−12 0 0.00
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– 1.82 × 10−7 3.24 × 10−7

GUM gives details about the way to express the final result
f estimation by a value of the measurand, i.e., the risk, and the
xpanded uncertainty.

For symmetric distributions mode, median and mean have
he same value, but for asymmetric distributions (as lognormal)

ode, median and mean have different values and each of them
ay be considered representative of the value of the risk. Mean
as chosen to report the results as the most representative value

n the contest of risk analysis.
Generally, the cover factor is chosen between 2 and 3 in cal-

ulating expanded uncertainty, nevertheless GUM suggests to
hoose other values for specific applications (as for strong asym-
etric distributions). In the present case, in order to reach the

5% confidence, the cover factor k was stated at 5.6. The results
s then r = 1.0 × 10−5 ± 2.8 × 10−5. Criticism is higher than 0.1
or all variables, it means that all the variables have importance
n determining uncertainty.

This is not the only way to calculate uncertainty of RME
stimation; a similar result can be reached considering different
nformation sets:

(a) If RME value for risk is considered as a threshold with
about 95% confidence and uniform distribution is consid-
ered for risk, uncertainty can be calculated by Eq. (6).
Expanded uncertainty may be calculated by k = 1.645 [12]. It
results in r = 2.2 × 10−5 ± 2.2 × 10−5. Based on this infor-
mation set, risk is lower than RME at 95% confidence, lower
than 10−6 at 2% confidence and lower than 10−4 at 100%
confidence.

b) If RME value for risk is considered as a threshold with about
95% confidence and normal distribution is considered for
risk, standard and expanded uncertainty can be calculated by
z score tables. It results again in r = 2.2 10−5 ± 2.2 × 10−5.
Risk derived from this information set is lower than RME at
95% confidence, lower than 10−6 at 6% confidence, lower
than 10−4 at almost 100% confidence (risk is greater than
10−4 at 10−7% confidence).

As a conclusion, different information sets may be used

o estimate uncertainty. Nevertheless, because of the congru-
nce of information sets the results are quite similar. Following
UM, the result of RME estimation of risk may be reported

n the form: r = RME − U, where RME and U were esti-

r
t

s

78 1.05 × 10−13

ated to be 4.4 × 10−5 and 2.2–2.8 × 10−5, respectively, e.g.,
= 4.4 × 10−5 − 2.5 × 10−5.

.3. Uncertainty of statistical estimation

To evaluate variability of risk and uncertainty of statistical
ethod, from the distributions shown in Table 2 value and uncer-

ainty were calculated by the equations reported in Table 3, the
udget of uncertainty is reported in Table 5.

For EF and BW criticism is lower than 0.1 thus their vari-
bility is negligible and do not affect variability of risk. This
eans that if relative uncertainty of BW is increased adding 10%

o account for the differences among distributions available in
iterature the result does not change.

No information is considered about the way by which dis-
ributions were determined, this source of uncertainty was thus
eglected. A deeper analysis should be addressed to that vari-
bles which criticism is greater than 0.1. No further information
s available for the other variables. Thus, at the light of actual
nformation, variability is completely representative of total
ncertainty.

If a lognormal distribution is stated for risk, mean and
tandard deviation can be calculated from the value r and
he uncertainty u(r), a lognormal distribution LN(0.89 × 10−6;
.24 × 10−6) results for risk. Risk is lower than RME at 99.90%
onfidence, lower than 10−6 at 83% confidence, lower than
0−4 at almost 99.98% confidence. The 95th percentile is
95 = 3.40 × 10−6.

Following the same procedure described in the previous
aragraph, cover factor k was stated at 7.75 to reach 95%
onfidence and risk estimation result may be reported as
= 0.9 10−6 ± 2.5 × 10−6.

.4. Comparison GUM versus Monte Carlo

Figs. 7 and 8 show cumulative distribution function and prob-
bility density function, respectively, calculated by both GUM
rocedure and Monte Carlo simulation.

GUM results show a good fitting of Monte Carlo simulation

esults. The difference between 95th percentile of risk is lower
han 3%.

The result is not surprising, because the risk model has not
trong non-linearity that could invalidate the applicability of
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first order Taylor series approximation. Nevertheless, when
trong non-linearity appears in models, the second order may be
sed for approximation.

An asymmetric distribution is needed when a below limited
ariable (risk must be greater than 0) with a relative uncer-
ainty comparable with median is considered. Lognormal is
he simplest asymmetric distribution with two parameters. This
omparison confirms the validity of the choice of lognormal
istribution for risk.

. Conclusions

The application of GUM procedure to evaluate uncertainty of
isk evaluation was detailed. Deterministic and statistic approach
o uncertainty assessment were evaluated and discussed. GUM
rocedure demonstrates that it is possible to treat different kind
f information in order to have a quantitative evaluation of risk
nd its uncertainty. Uncertainty was evaluated for deterministic
nd statistical evaluations of risk. By GUM procedures it is pos-
ible to couple deterministic, statistical and heuristic approaches
n order to obtain a total uncertainty value, which account for
he main sources of uncertainty and variability.

The result of the application of GUM procedures is the dis-
ribution of risk in an analytical form. It is then possible to
asily and analytically calculate the level of confidence of all
he thresholds, which are interesting for risk analysis.

The proposed procedure is easy and straightforward and the
se of a simple spreadsheet program is enough to implement
he algorithm. Anyone with a little experience with spreadsheet
rograms can easily implement the procedure. A simple table
s sufficient to implement the complete procedure calculations,
.e., the budget of uncertainty, all calculations are explicitated in
he table. GUM procedure does not have any adjusting parameter
uch as number of iterations, sampling technique, number and
idth of intervals.
GUM procedures are widely used and accepted by differ-

nt scientific and technical communities in order to evaluate
ncertainty. The calculation, provided by an analytical system
f algebraic equations, is straightforward and the reverse ones
re simple due to the analytical form of applied equations; it
nables in principle, inverse calculations of a threshold of con-
entration of a carcinogens from a threshold of risk, e.g., 10−6,
nd a level of confidence of the threshold, e.g., 95%.

In this paper the comparison of GUM procedure and Monte
arlo approach sustains the applicability of the first order Tay-

or’s series approximation to this kind of model of risk. The
odel is widely suggested by EPA [20] for different situations of

isk, i.e., ingestion, inhalation, and dermal contact in residential
nd industrial land use. Moreover, other kind of models may be
ested with GUM procedure comparing results with Monte Carlo
imulation. The budget of uncertainty helps in understanding
hich variable contributes most to the uncertainty. Obviously,

nformation about the source of uncertainty is already present

n input data uncertainty, nevertheless criticism gives a tool to
udge the direct information managing the possibility of neglect-
ng deeper insight about a variable. Moreover, if a different kind
f model is considered (as an example model for soil migrating

[

[
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ollutants, showering models or model considering attenuation
henomena) where the information cannot be easily extracted
irectly from input variable, the criticism parameter help con-
iderably to addressing uncertainty evaluation and reduction.

Concerning the case study considered in this paper, i.e., the
isk to develop a cancer as a consequence of daily ingestion
f dioxins contained in milk, the result is that the presence of
ioxins in milk is a problem that has to be considered but it is
ot an immediate hazard.
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